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Any operative intervention consists of two elements: the approach and the actual procedure itself. The actual procedure can be practised on sawbones or joint models [8], but the approach is mostly practised on patients. The learning curve for the approach is steep. In the past, surgeons made wide exposures and thus practised their anatomical skills on a day-to-day basis. With the introduction of minimally invasive and arthroscopic surgery, we learned to avoid the anatomy. We go straight to the bone and feel comfortable once inside a joint. Our incisions for open procedures get smaller and smaller. The patients like it if their surgical scars are very small, and there is some evidence that minimally invasive approaches can lead to shorter stays in hospital and to more rapid restoration of function, but our knowledge of the anatomy thus gets more and more forgotten. Our knowledge dates from anatomy books, which are, however, not specifically designed for surgical approaches.

A session in the cadaver laboratory can be extremely helpful to refresh our memories of the surgical anatomy approaches. It is important to know ‘what is around the corner’, especially in cases where an extended or unusual approach is needed. Foot and ankle surgeons who do not have access to anatomy specimens will find this issue of the journal helpful since it includes a series of papers on the theme of surgical anatomy of the foot and ankle [1–7]. These papers have arisen from an initiative by the ESSKA Basic Sciences Committee, who recognised the increasing interest and scientific work in the treatment of foot and ankle problems. Ultimately, all of orthopaedic surgery is based on the anatomy—not just the traditional anatomy that describes cadavers, but the anatomy that will be useful to the readers of this journal—the functional, or surgical, anatomy. The difference is that this has been written mostly by surgeons, for surgeons, and is intended to be useful as a guide for approaches to the structures, how to identify them, how to avoid trouble, how to understand their functional significance.

It might also be argued that, in order to link these anatomical papers more closely into functional relevance, they should be paired in the future with matching papers whose principal authors are biomechanical engineers, who can thus show the surgical readers the consequences of cutting specific structures or, therefore, which ones are the priorities for preservation or reconstruction during surgery, in order to restore the function of the foot and ankle complex as closely as possible to normality after injury or degenerative changes. Thus, a more comprehensive platform might also include data about the kinematics, stability, load-bearing characteristics of the joints and surrounding ligaments, tendons, muscles and fasciae.

Although it might sound extreme to some of our readers, suggesting that they should revisit the anatomy learned as the basis of their work, and also that they should augment it with the latest biomechanical knowledge, it could be debated that it is only by doing this that the surgeon is empowered to develop novel procedures, in order to overcome the limitations of current practice:
an obvious example from the papers in this edition relates to access into the tibiotalar joint, a limitation to the design of ankle prostheses and their fixation. In order to ensure the level of expertise and rigour of the surgical anatomy articles in this issue of the journal, the authors also include an anatomist [5] and a biomechanical engineer [6]. These papers will be presented with many more illustrations in an Instructional Course at the ESSKA congress in Oslo, June 2010.

In the past, ESSKA has concentrated largely on the knee, with topics such as ACL reconstruction dominating. More recently, there has been increasing appreciation of the role of the function of the foot and ankle complex in affecting the biomechanics of the more proximal limb and joints; it cannot be ignored if a malalignment of the foot and ankle is the root of the knee problem. So we are pleased to present this series of papers and hope that they will act as part of a foundation for future work, both the everyday work of treating the traumatic and degenerative changes of the foot and ankle complex, but also to support researchers as they expand their investigation into this interesting and intricate mechanism. We hope that you will enjoy learning from the excellent illustrations, which these papers are presenting.
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